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Will be probed by 2014

★ Is there a peak?
★ If not do a more sensitive experiment
� If yes, check with several other isotopes
� If not confirmed
★ If confirmed, disentangle physics mechanism

Strategy

For an order of magnitude in 
half-life you get a factor of 
√10 improvement in neutrino mass



Back of the envelope

Τ1/2 = ln2 • a • NA• M • t / Nββ (τ>>T)   ( Background free)

For half-life measurements of 1026-27 yrs

1 event/yr you need  1026-27 source atoms

This is the 50 meV option, just add 0‘s to moles and kgs if you want
smaller neutrino masses 
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1 event/yr you need  10 source atoms

This is about 1000 moles of isotope, implying 100 kg

Now you only can loose: nat. abundance, efficiency, background, ...



Double beta decay - Basics
« Observable is a half-life (limit), depending on the number of 

observed (excluded) events in the peak region

« Experimental sensitivity depends on 

(BG limited)

Nββ = N0e
− ln 2t /T1/2

− Mt
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(BG limited)

(BG free)
« Half- life can be converted into effective Majorana neutrino 

mass

T1/ 2
−1 ∝ aε Mt

∆EB

T1/ 2
−1 = PS0ν MGT

0ν − MF
0ν 2 mν

2

me
2

T1/ 2
−1 ∝ aεMt

From theory you would maximise this

mν ∝
∆EB
Mt
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The ultimate experiment

« Number of source atoms : ∞
« Measuring time: ∞     ✓
« Background : 0

There are 35 potential double beta 
emitters, you have to stay with these 
isotopes Only a wizzard can do that
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« Background : 0
« Energy resolution: δ –function
« Efficiency: 100%     ✓
« Phase space: as large as 

possible
« Nuclear matrix elements: 

precisely known



Phase space

« Neutrinoless decay rate scales with Q5 

F.Simkovic

Thus, only Q>2 MeV isotopes are considered
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Future projects, ideas
K. Zuber, Acta Polonica B 37, 1905 (2006) updated
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Likely a bit out of date... field is very active in finding new ideas! 



The ultimate experiment

« Number of source atoms : ∞
« Measuring time: ∞    ✓
« Background : 0
« Energy resolution: δ –function
« Efficiency: 100%    ✓
« Phase space: as large as 

possible ✓
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possible ✓
« Nuclear matrix elements: 

precisely known



Nuclear matrix elements
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The dark side of double beta decay



Nuclear matrix elements

2νββ: Only intermediate 1+ states contribute

Supportive measurements from accelerators
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Matrix elements - Decomposition

2ν matrix elements determined by intermediate 1+ states

0ν matrix elements different
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V. Rodin et al.
J. Suhonen



Some calculations

2005 2009 

Severe theoretical issue
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Looks like 1998...

Deformation not taken into account (except for IBM), important for 150Nd



Supportive measurements

Charge exchange reactions

Precise Q-value measurements
(ISOLTRAP and others)

ft-values

Working packages

Classical nuclear structure physics strikes back
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Muon capture

Double electron captures

Neutrino-Nucleus scattering

Nucleon transfer reactions

Consensus Report: 
K. Zuber, nucl-ex/0511009



Charge exchange reactions

Anticorrelation in strengths
(seen in most isotope pairs)

Effect of deformation on 2nu matrix
element seems to be a state-to-state

B(GT) = ˆ σ (GT)
dσ
dΩ

(q = 0)

Currently: (d,2He) and (3He,t)
Only 1+ states
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element seems to be a state-to-state
mismatch not an overall effect.
What does this imply for 0nu ME?

96Zr and 100Mo seem to show 
single state dominance

Important is the difference in shapes
between mother and daughter not 
absolute deformation

D. Frekers, Erice 2009



Charge exchange reactions

Under small angles 2- show up

Very recently (RCNP Osaka) 

Relation between differential
cross section and B(GT) not
as easy as in the 1+ case
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There still is some classic
nuclear structure physics 
to be done!

as easy as in the 1 case

We need for the 11 isotope pairs 
under consideration as much
Information as possible!!!



Ft-values
Ft-values of EC badly known, if at all! These are ground state transitions!

S.K.L. Sjue et al., Phys.Rev.C 78,064317 (2008)
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Extracted B(GT) of EC differs by 80% from charge exchange reaction,
Disagreement with QRPA calculation (unless you allow fitting of gA with 
values smaller than 1, normally 1 and 1.25 are used!)

Measurements with EBIT at TRIUMF in preparation



The ultimate experiment

« Number of source atoms : ∞
« Measuring time: ∞     ✓
« Background : 0
« Energy resolution: δ –function
« Efficiency: 100%     ✓
« Phase space: as large as 

possible    ✓
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possible    ✓
« Nuclear matrix elements: 

precisely known   ✓



Background
• Natural radioactivity (U,Th,K,Rn)      (work very clean)
• Cosmogenic produced isotopes       (minimize surface time)
• Neutrons                                          (shielding)
• Muons (veto)
•2 neutrino double beta decay            (energy resolution)
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S. Pirro, Milano

COBRA
SuperNEMO



Active BG supression - COBRA

00νββνββ αα
3 MeV 3 MeV ββ

α= 1 pixel, β and ββ= several connected pixel, γ= some disconnected p.

« Idea: Massive background reduction by particle identification

The Semiconductor Tracker (Solid State TPC)
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11--1.5mm1.5mm

~15~15µµmm

7.7MeV α
life-time = 
164.3µs

Beta with
endpoint 
3.3MeV 

MC: Pixel size 200 µm

Another key area of investigation is the study of pixellised CZT crystals which could prove to be superior to the CPG detectors we are currently using. For example, 2.8MeV betas are expected to travel about 1.5mm whilst an alpha would only travel micrometers in CZT. A pixellisation of 200microns would clearly identify alpha backgrounds and would allow us to reject other alpha-gamma events from the U and Th chains as well as the 214Bi I mentioned earlier. This extra spatial info combined with the timing would give nearly 100% efficiency for removal of the 214Bi betas as they would be followed by the expected alpha energy deposited in the same single pixel as the beta originated from.Of course, absolute vetos of single beta and gamma backgrounds are harder but simulation studies are underway to see how well we can do. 



Timepix (Medipix2-coll.)

« TimePix CdTe Detektor
« 1mm Dicke, 256x256 

Pixel, 55µm pitch, 
1.4x1.4 cm2

1mm
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Myon candidate

For the initial COBRA tests we were provided (by M.Fiederle’s group from Freiburg) 1mm thick, 256x256…. CdTe detector bonded on Timepix readout chip.



Particles....

Preselected samples
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Alphas Betas Muons



Energy resolution
« Irreducible background is 2νββ è
« By the end of the day energy resolution is crucial!

In this respect Ge-semiconductors are the best  

Example: SNO+ (LSc+Nd) Example: COBRA
(CdZnTe semiconductor)
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achieved



The ultimate experiment

« Number of source atoms : ∞
« Measuring time: ∞     ✓
« Background : 0   ✓
« Energy resolution: δ –function  ✓
« Efficiency: 100%     ✓
« Phase space: as large as possible    ✓
« Nuclear matrix elements: 
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« Nuclear matrix elements: 
precisely known   ✓



Number of source atoms
All future experiments will be isotopical enriched!!!

This is the most costly part of the experiments (nobel gases are
the cheapest to enrich) 

Enrichment

Today Future(?)
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F.T. Avignone II et al., New Journal of Physics 7 (2005) 6

Ultracentrifuge

Ultracentrifuge

Ultracentrifuge

Ultracentrifuge

Ultracentrifuge

ICR

Ultracentrifuge

ICR

ICR

ICR

ICR

ICR



from: G. Yu. Grigoriev, Kurchatov Institute, Moscow

Ion Cyclotron Resonance separationIon Cyclotron Resonance separation
Big advantage: Flexibility
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E. Previtali, Joint Annual  ILIAS Meeting “Physics of massive neutrinos”, Blaubeuren 1-5 July 2007 (FP6)



0νββ

Any ∆L=2 process can contribute to 0νββ

Rp violating SUSY 
V+A interactions
Extra dimensions (KK- states)

Assume you have a well established signal ...
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Extra dimensions (KK- states)
Leptoquarks
Double charged Higgs bosons
Compositeness
Heavy Majorana neutrino exchange
Light Majorana neutrino exchange
...

1 / T1/2 = PS * NME2 *ε2



But...
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β+β+ - modes 

• (A,Z) → (A,Z-2) + 2 e+ (+2ν )       β+β+

n

n

p

p
e

e
In general:

Q-4mec
2
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• (A,Z) → (A,Z-2) + 2 e+ (+2νe)       β+β+

• e- + (A,Z) → (A,Z-2) + e+ (+2νe ) β+/EC 

• 2 e- + (A,Z) → (A,Z-2) (+2νe) EC/EC  

Q-4mec
2

Q-2mec
2

Q

Resonance enhancement in 0 EC/EC if initial and final state are degenerate

ISOLTRAP and other traps are investigating candidates



Neutrino mass vs. right handed currents

++++ +++∝ RRLRRLLL JjJjJjJjH ληκint

λ,η <<1
<λ>EC/ß+
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<mνννν> (eV)

Possible
evidence

M. Hirsch et al., Z. Phys. A 347,151 (1994)



Sign of V+A
Another option: measure single electron spectra and angular correlation
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H. Ejiri, Phys. Rep. 2000



Discrimination

Results: two of the previous mechanisms can 
be distinguished at >95 % CL

b
en

c
h

m
ar

k

Nuclear matrix element correlations Theory based
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E. Lisi, Erice 2009
F. Deppisch, H. Paes,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 98,232501 (2007)



Neutrino Physics

Also other neutrino physics matters

Beta decay:
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Double beta decay:

Cosmology:

+ oscillation parameters



Astroparticle - Roadmap
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Summary
« The current evidence will be probed by GERDA and probably 

others by 2014
« There is no absolutely preferred isotope
« The uncertainties in the matrix elements and the disentangling of 

the underlying physics require the measurement of at least 3-4 
isotopes.

« For the isotope pairs of interest as much as possible experimenal 
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« For the isotope pairs of interest as much as possible experimenal 
information should be collected

« The dominating costs for most experiments is enrichment of 
isotopes. Should Europe build its own enrichment plant (ICR)? 
Especially if you want to go below 50 meV

« The ASPERA roadmap includes double beta decay in form of 
GERDA, CUORE, SUPERNEMO and COBRA

« Field is very active and healthy. Some projects are pushed towards 
large scales now, but people are still open to new ideas.


